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Programming, Electronics, Web Development/Scraping, Arduino,
Hardware/Software, Circuitry, Hands-on Activities

WHICH ONE ARE YOU?

ARTIST

ENGINEER

PROGRAMMER

MAKER

WHAT WE DO
The Makers Club is a student-led organization that
places emphasis on collaboration and creativity. If
you’re an artist, tinkerer, or prototyper – then stop
by next Friday! Apply what you know and make
cool things!

Every Friday @ 3 PM in Room 116.
Contact Ryan Jacobs, Kyle Domen, or Darby DeGan for more info.
Text @domakers to 81010 to receive notifications

Hi!
In this document, I will try my best to describe the purpose of the Makers Club at Del Oro. Feel
free to skim through this first page of text. The last four pages are more exciting.
So basically the Makers Club has two main goals:
● Make cool things — hardware and software is our M.O.
● Utilize academic knowledge — real life applications of Statistics, Physics, Trig, Calc, etc.
The first goal is to “make cool things”. On paper, the word “cool” might seem ambiguous and
subjective. However, most students and teachers have a decent sense of what is “cool” when
they see it. Hopefully, it the rest of the document will help clear up what constitutes a “cool”
project.
The second goal is utilize current or prior academic knowledge. During my first few terms of high
school, I found myself and other students learning subjects for the letter grade, instead of for
real-life applications. During Calculus, I heard students (and even teachers) say “Don’t worry,
you’ll never need Calculus in the real world.” For some reason or another, I wanted to prove
them wrong. So I applied my academic understandings towards practical projects as much as
possible. The Makers Club strives to impart this idea of applying academics practically.
We plan on achieving our two goals by:
● Creating a welcoming environment for innovation every Friday after school
○ Open for questions, small agile teams
○ Learn by doing, instead of by going through a programming course, etc.
○ Rapidly create MVPs (minimum viable products) to accelerate learning
● Giving short lectures each meeting, then jumping straight into making cool stuff
○ Basically make mistakes early and get hands-on experience with practical rather
than theoretical applications
● We plan on hosting an exposition of club projects for nearby elementary and middle
schools to visit
● We want to stress that software/hardware has a really low barrier to entry. Literally,
anyone with a Chromebook and learn to code and make cool things.

The following four pages are project examples that help demonstrate the scope of the club.

First Meeting, Tuesday 11/22/16
We launched our first club meeting on Tuesday before the break. We weren’t officially a Del Oro
club at that point, so we weren’t allowed to post flyers. But after an intense week of word of
mouth and social media campaigns, we managed to gather over 35 students to our pilot
meeting. We demoed our custom VR camera rig during the school lunch, which increased public
awareness of the club.

VR Camera Rig
This project was our most popular by far. It’s a new and refreshing take on virtual reality that
hasn’t been done before. (We love novel project ideas.) Basically, a live video feed is streamed
to the VR goggles. Then as the user moves their head, the camera matches their movements,
updating the video feed in real time. All in all, it creates an odd, out-of-body experience that is
hard to describe succinctly on paper. There is a slew of custom software that we had to write
specifically for this project and we aim to break this down in one of our meetings.
Video link here: https://goo.gl/DYoqVc

This is a fan favorite and we plan on investigating improvements and further applications of this
technology.

CSF Tutoring Application
In the club we will also go over data analysis and web scraping techniques. Here is a program
that downloads live data from Google Sheets, parses the raw tutoring entries, and accumulates
the total hours in an easy to read log. This website is currently in use by Del Oro CSF today.
The goal of the Makers Club is to assist the creation of real life applications such as this one.

Car acceleration / RPM
This is a prime example of applying academics to real life scenarios. Namely we used topics
covered in Physics and Calculus. But don’t worry, we didn’t use anything extremely difficult.
Basically, if a student understands what a derivative is and how it relates velocity and
acceleration, then they can understand this project.
We pulled real time engine data from my car’s OBD port. Then by sampling the instantaneous
speed and calculating (delta speed / delta time), we yielded the car's acceleration. Also, just for
fun we synced the live RPM with an RGB led strip.

In the future, we aim to use machine learning to optimize the perfect time to shift the car for the
greatest acceleration (or fuel economy).

Applications of Statistics
I would venture to say that many people find graphs interesting, (especially when they
understand the context of the data). At Del Oro, AP Stats is the most applicable class I have
ever taken. At the Makers Club we aim to teach students how to scrape online datasets and
create analyses from real data. It’s strangely satisfying to apply these statistical tools to real life
data, rather than use data conjured up by a textbook author.

